Responsibility of sport and exercise medicine in preventing and managing chronic disease: applying our knowledge and skill is overdue
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ABSTRACT
Background The rapidly increasing burden of chronic disease is difficult to reconcile with the large, compelling body of literature that demonstrates the substantial preventive and therapeutic benefits of comprehensive lifestyle intervention, including physical activity, smoking cessation and healthy diet. Physical inactivity is now the fourth leading independent risk factor for death caused by non-communicable chronic disease. Although there have been efforts directed towards research, education and legislation, preventive efforts have been meager relative to the magnitude of the problem. The disparity between our scientific knowledge about chronic disease and practical implementation of preventive approaches now is one of the most urgent concerns in healthcare worldwide and threatens the collapse of our health systems unless extraordinary change takes place.

Findings The authors believe that there are several key factors contributing to the disparity. Reductionism has become the default approach for healthcare delivery, resulting in fragmentation rather than integration of services. This, in turn, has fostered a disease-based rather than a health-based model of care and has produced medical school curricula that no longer accurately reflect the actual burden of disease. Trying to ‘fit’ prevention into a disease-based approach has been largely unsuccessful because the fundamental tenets of preventive medicine are diametrically opposed to those of disease-based healthcare.

Recommendation A clinical discipline within medicine is needed to adopt disease prevention as its own reason for existence. Sport and exercise medicine is well positioned to champion the cause of prevention by promoting physical activity.

Conclusion This article puts forward a strong case for the immediate, increased involvement of clinical sport and exercise medicine in the prevention and treatment of chronic disease and offers specific recommendations for how this may begin.

INTRODUCTION
Clinical sport and exercise medicine has grown remarkably over the past three decades with high-quality scientific meetings, excellent clinical training programmes, codes of conduct,1 clinical guidelines and a robust research literature.2 During its nascent, sports medicine was the harbinger of a new approach to medicine with the hope that the knowledge and skills gleaned from the care of athletes would be translated to the general population for the purpose of improving physical function, health and vitality and countering the rapidly increasing prevalence of chronic diseases. By and large, this has not yet occurred.

The reasons for the disparity between what we know regarding the health benefits of physical activity and exercise and the lack of progress implementing behavioural change are complex.3–9 The purpose of this article is to review obstacles that may be hampering progress with these efforts and the role that clinical sport and exercise medicine should play.

Sport and exercise medicine physicians are trained to understand the importance of lifestyle changes (including physical activity and exercise) for maintaining and promoting health, restoring function, increasing physical capacity and vitality and preventing and treating disease. The emerging discipline of clinical sport and exercise medicine is poised to substantially increase its emphasis in chronic disease prevention and management.

We begin with a short review of the scientific support for physical activity and exercise as primary determinants of health, then discuss systemic problems with the implementation of a preventive approach in today’s healthcare delivery models, and finally offer possible solutions to benefit global health.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, EXERCISE AND CHRONIC DISEASE
Physical activity, exercise and health
Physical activity has numerous positive effects on health.10–12 Regular, moderate-intensity physical activity reduces morbidity and lowers mortality through effects that are primary (reducing the development of disease),13–18 secondary (early detection and treatment to minimise morbidity)19–21 and tertiary (reduction of disease-related complications and restoration of function).22–24 The available data indicate widespread generalisability across other countries, cultures, gender, age and ethnicity.25–26 Physical activity is the most effective single therapy among a suite of comprehensive lifestyle interventions that include nutrition, therapeutic education and psychosocial intervention. Even physical activity such as walking or cycling for transportation are important determinants of longevity.27 The impact of physical activity is
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The disparity

Over the past three decades, chronic disease has increased markedly. Major progress in healthcare and public health over the past century, associated with sustained economic growth, has contributed to improvements in some aspects of population health and longevity but has failed to simultaneously address the increase in chronic diseases linked to this progress in OECD (The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development is an international economic organisation of 34 countries founded in 1961 to stimulate economic progress and world trade. It defines itself as a forum of countries committed to democracy and the market economy, providing a platform to compare policy experiences, seeking answers to common problems, identifying good practices, and coordinating domestic and international policies of its members. (Source: Wikipedia.org)) countries. The increase in lifestyle-related diseases counteracts the effects of improved pharmacologic and other forms of treatments to a varying extent, resulting in an increase in chronic disease burden.

Despite the large body of scientific data supporting the health benefits of physical activity to prevent and treat chronic disease, only 32% of adults in the USA were engaged in regular physical activity in 2008 and at least half of the populace of Canada fail to meet national recommended guidelines. Chronic lifestyle-related disease accounts for 60% of deaths worldwide and 70% of deaths in the USA. In 2005, nearly 50% of the entire population of the USA had at least one chronic illness. Approximately 25% of people with chronic conditions have one or more daily activity limitations. Physical inactivity and sedentary living are now a global ‘non-communicable’ disease. The WHO predicts that lifestyle-related chronic diseases – mainly cardiovascular disease, diabetes, cancer and chronic respiratory disease – will account for two thirds of all deaths globally in the next 25 years. Obesity rates are still lower in major non-OECD countries but growing at a similar pace as in higher income countries, especially in urban areas. The amount of energy consumed in food has not changed considerably since the 1970s, but the energy expended in exercise and physical activity has decreased parallel to the increase in obesity. Changes in occupation over the past 50 years in the USA show a substantial reduction in occupational energy expenditure. This decline in energy expended on the job is enough to explain the obesity epidemic.

The economic consequences of the increase in chronic disease – driven by productivity reduction and the increased cost to workforces caused by these diseases – are substantial and, as such, are a major barrier to human development. The WHO estimates that between 2005 and 2015, income loss could increase to as much as US$558 billion in China, US$237 billion in India, US$803 billion in Russia and US$35 billion in the UK. If the current rate of increase in obesity continues in the USA, the total healthcare costs attributable are anticipated to double every decade, reaching US$860–960 billion by 2030. The UN General Assembly recognises the importance of chronic diseases as a development issue and has recently hosted the first high-level meeting on these diseases with the participation of heads of state and government.

Attempts to address the disparity

Although it may seem intuitive that knowledge regarding the benefits of physical activity would somehow translate into behavioural change, this has not been the case. The research community involved in trying to understand this disparity has largely determined that issues such as concordance, adherence to prescribed treatments and community intervention have not worked. Mass media campaigns, including print, TV or web programmes, may increase awareness of the issue but offer only limited impact on physical activity and exercise behaviour. Even current population-based policies mandating increased physical activity and physical education lessons in schools are unlikely to have a significant effect on stemming the increasing prevalence of childhood obesity. Advancing wellness in the workplace has been the focus of several studies, and the number of health promotion programmes in this setting continues to grow. Recently, a report from the World Economic Forum suggested that workplace wellness schemes could prevent up to 40% of non-communicable diseases. Additional research is still needed.

Governments have implemented a wide range of interventions to fight obesity at national and local levels. However, there is little to no evidence as to the effectiveness of these interventions, and virtually no evidence of their efficiency and distributional impact. Physician counselling of at-risk individuals might have a large health impact but is one of the most expensive interventions and so far has only been associated with short-term increases in physical activity. Furthermore, such advice is not offered systematically but is typically provided in response to specific individual demands.

In an attempt to remedy the situation through change to individual health-related behaviours, the OECD and WHO separated obesity and other risk factor interventions for chronic disease into three categories: (1) health education and promotion (eg, mass media campaigns, school-based and worksite interventions); (2) regulatory and fiscal measures; and (3) primary care–based interventions (eg, physician counselling). Unfortunately, interventions are often inadequately implemented and widely underused.
SYSTEMIC PROBLEMS IMPLEMENTING A HEALTH-BASED MODEL OF CARE

The increasing burden of chronic conditions is an inescapable reality of ageing populations and deserves attention. Not nearly enough effort has been directed to issues within healthcare, systemic in nature, that represent serious impediments to adequately address this burden. These are (1) the reductionist approach to thinking within medical science, which has become the default approach in healthcare delivery; (2) the financing and planning of current disease- and event-based models of care; (3) the lack of disease-burden matched curricula for training health professionals; (4) the absence of a tailored distribution channel to connect knowledge with the delivery of that knowledge to patients; and (5) the complexity of changing human behaviour.

Reductionism by default

Historically, the intuitive art of medicine has become ‘precise’ science by using the reductionist approach to divide complex problems into smaller, simpler, and thus more understandable component parts. Once these ‘reduced’ systems were understood, an avenue for clinical application would typically open. The reductionist approach, accompanied by technological advances in diagnosis and treatment, helped overcome the biggest challenge facing medicine: shifting the culture from intuitive to precision medicine; converting a complex process into simplified, rules-based work.76-77

Reductionism has become the default way of thinking in the delivery of healthcare, and it pervades each medical science today with claims of a linear input-output, offering one potential singular target for medical treatment for every disease.78 However stupendous the progress of the reductionist approach has been to advance medical science, its limitations have been exposed by the crisis of chronic disease prevention and management. Reductionism does not foster the integration of different specialties and therefore impedes the multidisciplinary approach that is necessary for the prevention of chronic disease. Although it promotes the search for objective measures of chronic disease, it ignores the reality that health is a spectrum ranging from complete wellness to multiple disease states. Often, by the time a diagnosis is made and reductionist interventions (often pharmaceutical) are initiated, mortality and morbidity will be resistant to these interventions (eg, diabetes79). This is neither cost effective nor a logical expenditure of scarce resources. Medicine continues to operate within the reductionist paradigm. This is precisely why prevention cannot be integrated into the current disease-based system. Its fundamental principles are so different from disease-based healthcare that the culture clash is, in and of itself, an obstacle.

Delivery of disease-based and event-based models of healthcare

A natural extension of the default reductionist approach to healthcare is the disease-based model or, more recently termed, event-based medicine. The flaws with the disease-based model of health and its impact on health intervention efficacy are often underestimated80: (1) the overuse of well-reimbursed services and the underuse of less lucrative services81; (2) a medical culture that places little value on activities such as care coordination and medical direction that are not explicitly reimbursed82; and (3) a fragmented delivery system that patients and providers find increasingly difficult to navigate.81

Our current disease-based medical system, now a century old, was built to uncover disease mechanisms for acute episodes of sickness; it was never designed to address important issues outside of disease that cause health problems. The resources, processes and business plans for doctor’s offices and hospitals are optimised to manage acute crises or episodes, using a fee-for-service payment system in many parts of the world. These formulae bill costs for input rather than output, because they are based on activities, not the value created.83-84 Many treatments generate benefits that may justify their costs, notably in terms of quality of life.85 But the use of quotas in disease-based treatment has been ‘absymal’.86 The financial planning and reward systems are markedly tilted towards running the existing disease-based model of care while largely ignoring the impact on the actions and outcomes it created.87 Currently, in the USA, there are more than 9000 billing codes for individual procedures and units of care, but none of them for patient compliance or for helping patients stay well. Consequently, only 8% of patient office visits include counselling or education related to physical activity.88 Although the new ICD10 coding system now includes annual wellness screenings in its 150 000 code options, the acute, event-based, fee-for-service paradigm that rewards volume of care rather than quality or efficiency is unchanged.89-90

In addition to being fragmentary rather than integrative with respect to comprehensive interventions for chronic disease prevention and treatment, reductionism builds walls. Reductionism results naturally in a silo effect in which reductionist components revolve around their own centres. Individual providers have little financial incentive and infrastructure support to step out of their silos to coordinate care across patients’ conditions, and care settings have limited ability to influence the behaviour of other providers.91 For example, the American Geriatric Association recently labelled sarcopaenia as a disease rather than see it as a consequence of sedentary living associated with ageing.92-93 Mechanisms to quantify the extent of sarcopaenia (CT or MRI measurement of skeletal muscle mass or cross-sectional area) are relatively easy to develop. Approval for anabolic medication to promote protein synthesis is easy to obtain. But the best medicine to address the underlying cause is prevention and rehabilitation through regular physical activity.94 The disease-based approach to healthcare occurs in both wealthy and developing countries.95 Healthcare systems in developing countries such as sub-Saharan Africa are poorly equipped to manage non-communicable diseases.96

Unlike acute treatment, there are few immediate and measurable results of prevention.97 However, focusing on particular events at a given point in time instead of framing a problem in terms of a pattern of behaviour over time is to fail to understand the nature of the continuum from normality to pathology in chronic disease.97

Insufficient clinical training

The disease-based model of healthcare has significantly influenced medical school curricula, and since the beginning of the 20th century, the primary goal for medical schools was to become more scientific and effective in the education of physicians.98 Since then, the structure of medical education has not varied significantly, and the importance of scientific knowledge and understanding of biomedical concepts is still acknowledged as a central pillar of the practice of medicine.99 Today’s medical schools are seen as ‘academic health science centres’, complex institutions dedicated primarily and almost
exclusively to biomedical research and managed care, to the growing detriment of undergraduate medical education. The pressure to obtain research grants, advance academic careers and bring in patient revenue leaves faculty with little choice but to work intensely within their specialty silo. One need look no further than the American Board of Medical Specialties, which lists 24 specialties and 121 subspecialties; integrating the information from these fields into a disease prevention curriculum would be overwhelming.

Education on preventive medicine is widely considered inadequate, and there is little experience offered in health promotion interviewing or prescribing physical activity. Students acquire sparse knowledge about prevention and team- and population-delivered care, and they see this field as unappealing as a career choice. The importance of including the subject of preventive medicine in medical degree programmes has been internationally recognised and has led to a number of initiatives to improve students’ confidence, knowledge base and skills in incorporating prevention into routine healthcare. Even though many medical schools indicate their desire to improve teaching of primary and secondary prevention, sport and exercise medicine itself is not even part of the standard curriculum, nor does the specialty or subspecialty exist in all countries. More medical students believe lifestyle changes are important when they begin medical school than when they finish, showing the negative impact the current curricula have on the motivation of future healthcare providers regarding lifestyle behaviour.

Lack of a distribution channel for preventive healthcare services

Physicians struggle to meet the need for preventive services in healthcare, and this is most obvious for primary prevention. It is not that physicians are unable to do this work. There is evidence that physical activity increases after physician counselling. But the day-to-day work of diagnosing and treating disease and all of the activities that flow from that focus comprise most physicians’ workdays. Physicians are not trained in prevention, and there is little support for physician-directed preventive activities; there is no acknowledged prevention model to provide structure to the relationships between physicians and other healthcare professionals.

As a result, physician advice might be associated with short-term increases in physical activity, but there is insufficient evidence of sustained changes. In the USA, 62% of the population consult physicians less than four times per year, including 15% with no visits at all. But the time needed to meet preventive, acute and chronic care requirements significantly exceeds the time physicians have available for patient care. The average of 2 min of health education per visit cannot have significantly exceeded the time physicians have available for patient care. Maintaining and improving health competes against multiple, sometimes conflicting, objectives and consequently may not be seen as an essential goal. Although two thirds of the population desire more emphasis on chronic disease prevention, more than half the population fails to meet physical activity guidelines and one third engage in no regular leisure-time physical activity. Generally speaking, people prefer an immediate benefit to a delayed one, even if the latter is larger. Similarly, they discount the longer-term negative consequences of an act that procures immediate gratification. Only the immediate and unpleasant consequences of a disease constitute ample motivation to adhere to therapeutic advice.

The complexity of behavioural change

It is well established that approximately half of all causes of morbidity and mortality in the USA are linked to behavioural and social factors. Changing health behaviours is difficult. Humans were designed for movement, but physical activity has been factored out of our daily routines. Maintaining and improving health competes against multiple, sometimes conflicting, objectives and consequently may not be seen as an essential goal. Although two thirds of the population desire more emphasis on chronic disease prevention, more than half the population fails to meet physical activity guidelines and one third engage in no regular leisure-time physical activity. Generally speaking, people prefer an immediate benefit to a delayed one, even if the latter is larger. Similarly, they discount the longer-term negative consequences of an act that procures immediate gratification. Only the immediate and unpleasant consequences of a disease constitute ample motivation to adhere to therapeutic advice.

THE ROLE OF SPORT AND EXERCISE MEDICINE IN PREVENTING AND TREATING CHRONIC DISEASE

There is an immediate need for clinical sport and exercise medicine to expand involvement and extend its expertise to chronic disease prevention and treatment.

Sport and exercise medicine has four decades of experience in exercise medicine, rehabilitation and human performance. Much effort has been dedicated to the care of athletes and those with musculoskeletal conditions. Recently, awareness of the need for implementation/dissemination research focused on public health and health promotion is increasing. In fact, the knowledge, skills and innovative leadership are transferable from the performance-oriented population to the prevention of chronic disease and maintenance of good health. Sport and exercise medicine emphasises functional capacity over disease diagnosis. In sport and exercise medicine, more important questions have been: ‘When can I return to sport?’ and ‘How can I get active, fit and better more quickly?’ These are questions about function. These questions require going beyond diagnosis and focus on functional capacity assessment to understand how the diagnosis impacts the patient’s physical and daily activity. Many innovations in sport and exercise medicine have resulted from attempts to answer these questions.

Sport and exercise medicine’s culture is multidisciplinary, integrated and holistic and ideally suited to take action in the areas of preventive and rehabilitative medicine using a multidisciplinary, holistic approach. For four decades, sport and exercise medicine clinicians have been required to treat the ‘whole patient’, which requires collaboration not only with medical specialties and other professions such as athletic training, physical therapy, nutrition and sport science, but also with coaches, administrators, sport agents, the media and legal groups.

Sport and exercise medicine has the advantage of being closely associated with organised sports that have great influence within many segments of society. Leveraging this influence is a unique strength that clinical sport and exercise medicine brings to the table of chronic disease prevention and management. As an example, FIFA established F-MARC (FIFA Medical Assessment and Research Centre) in 1994 to promote football as a health-enhancing activity. F-MARC’s innovative initiative ‘Football for Health’ – ‘11 for Health’ lies in its ability to align soccer’s popularity with curricular changes that promote health in public schools within its 208 member nations, many of them developing countries. The successful nationwide implementation of 11 for Health in Mauritius in all schools is an excellent example of sport ‘giving back’ to medicine.
is Medicine, organised through the American College of Sports Medicine, is an excellent example of a multifaceted programme of prevention targeting multiple points of entry from education to advocacy. In addition, the Swedish textbook providing exercise prescription for various chronic diseases has recently been translated into English.

Finally, sport and exercise medicine is already leading the way. One need look no further than the recent trend to change the titles of longstanding ‘sports medicine’ to ‘sport and exercise medicine’ (American College of Sports Medicine and its Exercise is Medicine programme or the British, Canadian, Australian and German sports medicine societies recently adding the term ‘exercise’ or ‘prevention’ to their society names).

THE SOLUTION IS TO BUILD A PATIENT-CENTRIC HEALTHCARE MODEL

A fundamental tension exists between the values accorded primacy at the interface between prevention and disease-based healthcare (figure 1). This explains a major part of the reason for the difficulties in advancing a health-based model to prevent and treat chronic disease. Failure to recognise this reality will keep us on a path that has not led to the healthcare transformation necessary for the prevention and management of chronic disease. We suggest that the prevention and management of chronic disease needs a new clinical home, one that understands and respects the need for acute, episodic care but, at the same time, advances the time-honored principles of prevention. This can begin in a small way, using the expertise and experience of sport and exercise physicians worldwide. Capacity can be built over time as successful ideas, developed and tested for proof of concept in smaller settings, are transferred to larger populations.

There are two main components to a new model of healthcare. One is technology and innovation and the other is the creation of a new profession.

Modern health information technology, innovation, patient empowerment and user-centric care

Disease-based healthcare encourages patient dependency on the medical system. To make the shift towards user-centric healthcare, we must empower patients to take responsibility for their own health. Some of this is accomplished by close supervision and personal instruction, with healthcare professionals applying communication skills such as motivational interviewing. However, the key will be to adopt modern technology to make health information instantly available, understandable and personally relevant. Tailored counselling that incorporates shared decision making, supportive materials and follow-up helps in changing behaviour.

Behavioural control and self-efficacy are effective comprehensive interventions alongside increasing self-regulatory skills. There is growing evidence that self-monitoring and behavioural change programmes using computer-tailored interfaces can be more effective in changing lifestyle risk factors than traditional approaches. Monitoring compliance and adherence is key to effecting behavioural change. People tend to overestimate time and intensity of their own physical activity. For example, 40% of adults claim to engage in physical activity sufficient to improve health but less than 4% actually do. But they behave differently when provided with detailed information of their behaviour using self-monitoring tools such as tracking devices. In the next 10 years, innovative medical technology will reduce the complexity of the collective influences of genetic vulnerability, epigenetic changes (such as environmental factors and biomolecular data combined with clinical findings) and render the outputs useful for rule-based care. High-performance computation will elucidate the complexity of a number of disease pathways, changing today’s reactive position of treating disease to a proactive position of predicting disease risk and seeking to prevent or substantially slow the onset of severe disease. Personal, digital data is generating new possibilities for health management in terms of targeting interventions and has the potential to transform the face of health service delivery around the globe.

The International Telecommunication Union estimates that by the end of 2010, 77% of the world’s population had a mobile phone and over 85% were covered by a mobile phone network. As the digital society is expected to grow more than 40 times in global volume in the next 10 years, tectonic shifts in health information economy must be expected, making possible abundant yet focused information for the patient and care giver. Once widely implemented, this environment will provide the foundation for digital applications and tools that enable interaction and collaboration in a way that users (patients) become participants (empowered co-creators not end users) strengthened through the network (a collective resource). Personal data will be the new ‘oil’, a valuable resource of the 21st century and a main driver in the conversion of an event-based health system in which the patient is a passive participant to a health-based approach in which the patient is more actively involved.

A new profession must be created

There is currently no profession that dedicates the majority of its efforts to the prevention and management of chronic lifestyle-related disease. This is an amazing oversight. Several professions already possess key components of the knowledge, skills and attitudes required, and some are actively applying their expertise to the prevention of chronic disease. These professions include athletic training/therapy, physical therapy, nursing, strength and conditioning, fitness instruction, exercise physiology and kinesiology. The larger medical profession needs to recognise and support these efforts and provide cohesion and structure for the work. This includes holding professional meetings that support growth in this area. As time passes, it is likely that a unified curriculum will be developed for this new profession that includes behavioural modification, innovative use of technology, population-based outcome assessment, exercise training and monitoring, rehabilitation, nutrition, illness and injury assessment and programme development. Although this is a natural progression within the field of prevention, creating a curriculum and structured profession is not required immediately and should not be yet another obstacle to forward movement. Many of the above-mentioned professions are already capable of meeting the challenge and would benefit from an umbrella organisation and a supportive educational and professional structure.

We can draw from the expertise of these professions to create a consensus curriculum, training programme and certification examination that would be attractive to students from these and other professions. This curriculum would include population epidemiology, chronic disease, rehabilitation, prevention, assessment skills, prescription, monitoring and testing of exercise prescriptions, nutrition, behavioural
In the short-term, fundamental differences between reductionism and holism are an impediment to solving the problem of chronic disease - this reality requires the development of a new profession.

Reductionism
- Examines component structures for a single patho-mechanism by reducing complex processes to basic laws of physics & chemistry
  - Singular disease target for diagnostics and therapeutics
  - Evidence based - measurable input/outcomes
  - Default approach to health care delivery
  - Minimal input from dependent patients
  - Fragmentation of medical specialties
  - No central coordination point
  - Event based fee for service

Holism
- Respects dynamic complexity of pathobiology by recognizing whole entities as fundamental components of reality that exist other than as the mere sum of their parts
  - Multiple disease targets place higher demands on diagnostics & therapeutics
  - More difficult to assess outcomes due to collective pathobiological influences
  - Greater personal responsibility & compliance
  - No single entry point for intervention
  - Integration of medical specialties

Prevention of Chronic Disease
- Requires integration of reductionistic and holistic theory to create a model of health care delivery for the prevention and management of chronic disease
  - Respects reality of chronic pathological processes
  - Embraces outcome based fee for performance
  - New profession integrates both approaches
  - Customized recommendations
  - Individual input of information
  - Patient empowered & involved

**Figure 1** Reductionist theory states that complex data or phenomena can be explained by reduction to more simply understood, fundamental parts. Holistic theory believes that all the properties of a system cannot be determined or explained by its component parts. In effect, holism states that reality is interacting wholes that are more than the mere sum of their parts. Reductionism and holism are both part of our reality. Reductionism is most closely associated with medical science, whereas holism has been de-emphasised in part because its connotation includes metaphysics, complementary medicine and naturopathy. Reductionism has become the default strategy not only for medical science but also for medical care. The shortcomings of reductionism are apparent in the prevention and treatment of chronic diseases requiring a multidisciplinary, integrated approach. The fundamental tenets of holism and reductionism are so different that prevention has no fertile middle ground within which to develop. It is, in essence, an orphan. Sport and Exercise Medicine should adopt chronic disease prevention and management so that a new clinical home can be established to champion its cause. Healthcare providers in this new space would combine their training and education within disease-based, reductionist approaches for the treatment of acute disease episodes but would draw from the principles of population-based prevention to create new clinical delivery programmes within a new profession. In this diagram, the dotted lines indicate the emergence of a new clinical discipline that acts as both a home and a champion for the prevention and treatment of chronic disease. The short-term goal is to establish this clinical circle of endeavour with links to reductionism and holism. Medium-term goals (bottom left) would be to develop solid lines of collaboration, drawing from the two fields and measuring outcome progress from the new model of preventive healthcare delivery. Long-term goals (bottom right) would be for the fields of reductionism and holism to learn enough from each other that the three circles overlap substantially. It is important to recognise this approach will take time. For now, for this new field of endeavour to come into existence, it needs to be its own entity and revolve around its own centre – the prevention and treatment of chronic disease.

modification and stress management. A new profession would emphasise self-care combined with repeated patient-centred counselling that respects patient autonomy, incorporates patient preferences and motivations and uses processes of change more likely to be successful with shared decision making. These new professionals would be trained to deal with acute exercise-related complications and work in a team setting with sport and exercise medicine physicians, especially for patients at higher risk.

This new profession would also present a substantial cost savings, providing hands-on, day-to-day instruction, education and follow-up on comprehensive lifestyle intervention in both group and individual settings. It would interface with the existing healthcare system through the sport and exercise medicine or trained primary care physician providing oversight, medical direction and supervision. Patient-centred model is based on (1) initial screening for risk factors of chronic disease or presence of existing chronic disease; (2) risk stratification of patients; and (5) implementation of a broad patient-centred lifestyle intervention programme that is medically supervised (patients at high risk) or medically directed (intermediate risk). A programme such as this has been successfully implemented in South Africa for a number of chronic diseases.
A VISION: SPORT AND EXERCISE MEDICINE IN PREVENTION AND PUBLIC HEALTH

As the burden of chronic disease steadily increases, prevention must become our preferred approach over event-based treatment. Understanding interactions between individual health-related behaviours and the range of determinants that contribute to shape such behaviours is a fundamental step in the design of effective comprehensive interventions.

Our collective effort on physical activity for the prevention of chronic disease has been relatively ineffective. Physicians need to be incentivised to spend more time with patients related to prevention, and patients need to be incentivised to seek out this form of evaluation. And, to move forward, we must be willing to embrace new ideas.

The seedbeds of transformation are already being sewn by two simultaneous trends: lack of sustainability and new innovations. These trends are catalytic; new technologies empower patients, and economic pressures help speed adoption, break down resistance and realign incentives around changing business models that leverage these new technologies.

We are on the cusp of the third major square-wave adjustment to healthcare delivery: preventing and treating chronic disease. The first two major advances, widespread adoption of hygiene and effective curative medicines, devices and surgeries, have delivered substantial improvements in quality and length of human life. We now embark on an era where the major transformation will come from changed behaviours, not only in patients but also in the workplace, healthcare professionals, payers and medical schools will need to revisit and realign their practices to improve healthcare. Sport and exercise medicine should play a leading role in this transformation.

Call to action

The sport and exercise medicine physician community should immediately begin taking an active role in leading the transformation required in healthcare delivery to meet the needs of prevention and treatment of chronic disease through comprehensive lifestyle intervention. This requires not only collaboration and coordination but also leadership and oversight.

Clinical sport and exercise medicine has demonstrated its ability to innovate and lead. Immense potential for disease prevention lies within clinical sport and exercise medicine beginning with the transfer of its vast knowledge and skills to the general populace to effect prevention of chronic disease. We need to combine forces with multiple stakeholders, including other academic disciplines (eg, human behaviour, public health, epidemiology and healthcare delivery research), governmental bodies (eg, education ministries, transport, environmental design and city planning), technology industries (eg, social media companies), healthcare funders and international sports federations.

Aligning our professional societies around a prevention agenda

Sport and exercise medicine societies consist of talented, creative, highly capable physicians who, if they collectively engage the problem, could rapidly advance the field of prevention. The leadership of these organisations should meet to establish a shared agenda for adopting the prevention and treatment of chronic disease within sport and exercise medicine. Suggestions for this agenda are provided below. The formation of coordinated working groups to tackle the unsolved questions and problems regarding the implementation of prevention would produce a fertile global collaboration.

These working groups, in effect ‘thought leaders’, would represent a commitment of purpose and identity within sport and exercise medicine associations and send the important message of solidarity through a global alliance related to this difficult problem.

Coordinate proof of concept efforts

Key questions are how a change towards prevention is going to be paid for and what is the description of an actual preventive programme. The first step in answering these questions is to identify successful examples of disease prevention programmes and study them in detail for the elements that are generalisable. This would lead to the development of much-needed prevention business plans and curricular prototypes for professional training programmes. Once accomplished, this information could become part of a consolidated advocacy programme.

Support the creation of a new type of healthcare professional

The gap that exists between physician services and fitness training with respect to prevention is large and is best met through the consolidation of expertise within a new profession. This new profession would provide a coordinated entry point, focused in purpose and outcomes oriented. There are many young people highly interested in this field who would eagerly embrace prevention as a career if a training/certification programme were available. Whether this is based on an existing profession remains to be determined.

Develop a curriculum in collaboration with other disciplines

It is essential to develop a curriculum that defines the scope and depth of the knowledge, skills and attitude required for working in the area of chronic disease prevention and treatment. This curriculum need not be detailed in the beginning and could be based on existing curricula. Refinement can lead to the foundation of a new profession and assist in meeting the needs of regulatory and licensing bodies. The collaboration of leaders from sport and exercise medicine societies worldwide with professional associations and academic institutions graduating students in applied physiology and movement sciences will move the curriculum forward quickly.

Organise international meetings

Sport and exercise medicine societies could commit time in their annual scientific conferences to presentations and discussion on exercise medicine–related research. This would contribute to the rapid advancement of knowledge related to the implementation of preventive approaches to healthcare and would send a strong message to the society memberships regarding the importance of physical activity. We should follow the lead taken by the American College of Sports Medicine, which, in 2010, established an annual meeting (World Congress for Exercise is Medicine) held at the same time as its annual conference. Similarly, the Swedish Association of Sports and Exercise Medicine mandates that national Sports Medicine meetings should include symposia on physical activity prescription. Another example is the joint meeting between Arthritis UK and the British Association of Sport and Exercise Medicine held last November in London.

A biennial or triennial multidisciplinary global conference would cast a wide net for scientists, clinicians, educators and advocates with the support necessary to make progress. It would be important for this type of meeting to contain forum-like components that use approaches such as the National Institutes of Health consensus to focus on solutions
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CONCLUSION
Forty years ago, sports medicine was a dream for some physicians and, at best, part-time work for others. It is now a flourishing medical discipline. Similarly, the prevention and treatment of chronic lifestyle-related disease is currently a dream for some and, at best, part-time work for others. It should be full-time work for many of us. The global epidemic of chronic disease and its treatment through comprehensive lifestyle intervention requires a new approach to healthcare delivery; a health-based model. The international sport and exercise medicine community can provide leadership, expertise and labourers for change. This requires a coordinated strategy to harness the wealth of creativity and innovation that has been so successful in building clinical sports medicine over the past four decades. The substantial burden of chronic disease coupled with existing medical delivery systems are crippling attempts to innovate preventive approaches and are the exact call to action that clinical sports medicine responded to 40 years ago.
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